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DC Comics is home to countless array of heroes and villains, including many of the most iconic characters ever to grace the pages of comics. However, even in this vast universe of mythical figures, several heroes have managed to hover over the rest, whether because of their compelling backstories, visually interesting powers, or - perhaps in most cases - a combination of the two. So let's take a look at
our final list of the top 10 DC Comics superheroes. 10. Booster Golden Booster Golden may not have the name recognition of his Justice League contemporaries, but it is equally important (and awesome) though. His comic series fills some much-needed comedy into the otherwise bleak DC canon as a time traveler from the future, using his cutting-edge technology to become a celebrity superhero. Warner
Bros. even has plans for a standalone film that many theorists will have DC's answer to Marvel's wildly popular Guardians of the Galaxy saga. 9. The Green Arrow Arrow CW Much in the same way Marvel has entrusted the future of their young streaming universe Daredevil, DC labeled Green Arrow to launch its television empire on the CW. That move paid off in spades too, featuring a green hooded archer
in all his brooding glory. Initially, DC was content to see him mostly act as a Batman clone who used a bow and arrow, but in the years after its inception, Green Arrow took on a personality of its own, pushing the Justice League into progressive, forward thinking thinking. 8. John Constantine Constantine NBC John Constantine plays an important role in the DC canon as the gatekeeper for all things
supernatural. The experienced magician and resident demon fighter leads the Dark Iteration of justice league, and is known for his trademark brown trench coats, snarky quipping, and frequent smoking chains. It wonderfully embodies the seedy underbelly of the world of DC heroes, protecting the planet from the caviar of hell itself. 7. Aquaman Aquaman Dc Comics Aquaman powers may not always be
useful in ground battle, but there is no doubt its importance in the greater DC universe. As King of the Seven Seas, he has a great responsibility to observe all the creatures of our planet's oceans, large and small. It will soon get even cooler, marked by an image from Hollywood resident badass, Jason Momoa in 2018. 6. The Martian Hunter Martian Hunter DC Strong arguments can be made for why the
Martian hunter is the most powerful hero in the entire Justice League. With a wide range of psychic, physical and sensory abilities, he is a valuable ally on the side of goodness in the DC comic universe. Aside from that, he also acts an intriguing foil for Superman as a fellow foreigner who was forced to watch as their society collapsed around them. You can see it on the CW's Supergirl, a live-action image
he rightly deserves. 5. Wonder Woman Wonder Woman DC Comics Is Probably the Most Famous A comic book hero, Wonder Woman is the only member of DC Comics Trinity - that is, along with Superman and Batman - to never star in his own film. Things have changed recently with Gal Gadot playing a character in Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice and Wonder Woman in 2017. Given that she's
as strong as Superman, Wonder Woman - whose origin story is steeped in Greek mythology - deserves to be as popular as her male counterparts. Casual fans will finally find out just how fascinating a figure she really is. 4. Green Lantern Green Lantern DC Comics Don't Let that 2011 Ryan Reynolds movie fool you. Green Lantern may yet have to effectively translate into live action, but the character has a
long history of being among DC's most powerful heroes. Like Flash, a number of men possessed a magic ring that is the signature of an intergalactic law enforcement group known as the Green Lantern Corps. However, they all proved to be strong additions to the comics' knowledge - from Hal Jordan to Jon Stewart. It seems to be only a matter of time until the character's name and creative source of his
powers finally reaches redemption in the eyes of random superhero fans unfamiliar with his many successful appearances in comics and animated adaptations. The flash outbreak of DC Comics Flash may not have the same marquee value among non-comic book readers, but the character catches up with his fellow members of the Justice League quickly (after all, he's the fastest man alive). Often
portrayed as more fun and relaxed than most of the other DC main characters, the character has long been a staple of comics and has recently broken into the mainstream, thanks to the hit series on the CW. Flash has also undergone loads of evolution over the years, with various men donning costumes. No matter which version of the character appears, Flash is always a highlight, and his world - which is
often indulged in travel time - never ceases to create new and surprising stories. 2. Christian Bale's Batman begins in Warner Bros. Undoubtedly one of the most popular heroes of all time, Batman serves as the perfect counterpoint to Superman in the comics, offering a contradictory sense of darkness and brooding commitment instead of Superman's clear view of the planet he serves. Classic works like
The Dark Knight Returns and Murder Joke perfectly capture just how morally challenging and infinitely gripping the world Batman can be, thanks in part to its stunning crooks gallery of memorable enemies. Caped Crusader has also seen financial success, with its assembled theatrical films attracting $2.4 billion to date. 1. Christopher Reeve's Superman: The Warner Bros. Movie. Arguably the most
recognizable superhero ever created, Superman is probably also the one who is responsible for the explosion of the genre, in turn as it is preceded by virtually all the heroes that we love today. A model of truth and justice, the character is known for his a sense of righteousness, and though it was pretty much hard to capture on the big screen - at least since Christopher Reeve donned a red cloak. Even
fans who have criticized Man of Steel continue to stand on the last son of Krypton, whose tragic origins have yielded many epic comic book tales over the years. Additional reporting by Nick Cannata-Bowman. Follow Robert Yaniz Jr. on Twitter @CrookedTable. Check out the Cheat sheet on Facebook! A half-century battle between Marvel and DC over bragging rights as the leader of the comic book
market is used to a real clash of titans. In 1976, when rival publishers decided to collaborate on a one-shot issue of Superman vs. Amazing Spider-Man (Superman won, sort of), comic book fans greeted him as if the Beatles and Stones had suddenly agreed to battle bands. And as recently as the early 1990s, the most popular monthly titles can sell over a million copies each. These days, in a sense,
comics are a business shadow of its former self. Most kids find their entertainment elsewhere, and if the comic manages to crack the 100,000 sales mark, once two grand titles and two DC titles did in April it's time to smoke off champagne. But on another level, the business has never been more important, since the comics and the people who create them now essentially function as a relatively cost-
effective concept, character, and storyboard lab for the movie genre, which has generated revenue in the tens of billions of dollars over the past decade. As clarified this summer, since Marvel's The Avengers raised the bar with the biggest opening weekend in U.S. history, the stakes have never been higher, especially since they are now linked to two of the world's largest entertainment conglomerates -
Disney, which bought Marvel in 2009 for $4 billion, and Time Warner, which has long owned DC. Who wins? Well, if it was a comic book, most of which, in case you hadn't picked one recently, still run about 20 pages and at the end with a full page of visual cliffhanger something that you'll probably see is Marvel's Iron Man standing triumphantly over a battered and bloody green lantern that will glow at it
through an eye mask and mutter something like: You may think you beat me, Robert Downey Jr., but I'll be back, and next time, I'll bring a few friends to erase the face! (Yes, they still speak that way.) There's no doubt that Marvel, which, 10 years ago, had little to brag about, but Spider-Man has done a superb job of using characters whose movies and television history either don't exist (Iron Man),
cringeworthy (The Incredible Hulk), or animated (X-Men) in some of the best brands in the business. This makes Marvel No.1.DC just starting out what is likely to be a difficult game to catch up with. To This summer, The Dark Knight Rises will push the gross for the Batman movie franchise far beyond $3 billion worldwide, but for too long, DC's strategy has been What: Batman alone. However, don't count
DC out. Last year, when the comics division began to go on a broke strategy to attract new readers and re-excite the old, inventing a 52-title line in which each comic simultaneously started or restarted from issue No.1 (even the 75-year-old detective, the oldest title in the comics), cynics dismissed it as a last ditch ploy. Instead, the maneuver combined with the digital sales initiative gave DC a (temporarily)
dominant market share for the first time in years. If a company can bring this kind of creativity to filmed entertainment, it could finally be the slugfest fans deserve. That's then, in 21 categories, is the current story of the tape, from Bragging Man's biggest setbacks, and a big question to each. Trs! MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS-CORPORATE-MARVEL: Kevin Feige, a 12-year Marvel veteran who became
president of production at Marvel Studios in 2007 and performed so strongly that he was recently shortlisted to take on the entire Disney divisionDC film: Diana Nelson, DC Entertainment President, who directed the Harry Potter franchise for Warner Brothers and is now tasked with turning DC into Time Warner's next major player CREATIVEMARVEL: At the moment, Joss DC: Writer-director Christopher
Nolan, the overlord of the Batman franchise and the creative consigliere on Man of Steel. BRAGGING RIGHTSMARVEL: The Avengers is the largest comic book movie in history. DC: The Dark Knight remains the only comic book movie to win a major Oscar (best supporting actor for Heath Ledger). BRANDED MOVIES (С 2002 года)MARVEL: 25 Человек-паук, Клинок II, Сорвиголова, X2: X-Men United,
Халк, Каратель, Человек-паук 2, Клинок: Троица, Elektra, Фантастическая четверка, X3: Последняя позиция, Призрак Райдер, Человек-паук 3, Фантастическая четверка: Восстание Серебряного Серфера, X-Men Происхождение: Росомаха, железный человек 2, Тор, X-Men: Первый класс, Капитан Америка: Первый мститель, Призрачный всадник: Дух мести, Мстители Marvel,
Удивительный Человек-паук: 8 Catwoman, Бэтмен начинается, Супермен возвращается, Темный рыцарь, сторожей, Иона Хекс, Зеленый фонарь, Темный рыцарь RisesBIGGEST MOVIE-5/24/12)DC: Темный рыцарь (общий брутто: $1 млрд)BIGGEST FRANCHISEMARVEL: X-Men (пять фильмов и спин-оффов с 2000 года, еще два в ожидании)DC : Бэтмен (восемь фильмов и спин-
офф с 1989 года) ОБНОВЛЕНИЕ MOVIESMARVEL: 9 Тор 2, Капитан Америка 2, Iron Man 3, X-Men: Первый класс 2, Росомаха , Avengers 2, plus two are yet to be revealed and a possible Amazing Spider-Man sequel. DC: 2 The Dark Knight Rises, Man of Steel (Superman Reboot)BIGGEST RECENT STUMBLEMARVEL: Ghost Rider: The Spirit of Vengeance opened horribly, proving that sequels
can't always fool people twice, not even fans of Nicolas Cage movies. DC: Green Lantern was expensive, critically reviled, and box office that will need a major creative reboot to prove the franchise worthy. MOST PAINFUL ILLUSTRATION OF THE LIMITS OF SYNERGYMARVEL: The inability to force all of its franchised characters to go under one roof. Although the company is currently owned and
hosted by Disney, Sony still has the rights to make Spider-Man movies, and The Fantastic Four, Daredevil, X-Men, and its various offshoots all belong to 20th Century Fox.DC: Although the company is Superman's house, Batman, Wonder Woman, and Flash-once seen as a repository of characters even more valuable than Marvel that has changed in the last five years as Marvel has made one successful
movie after another and warner brothers have failed to make any grand plan that will lead to THING THEY KIND OF WISH YOU WOULDN'T MENTION: Spider-Man: Turn Off DarkDC: MarvelTHE BIG QUESTION: How fast can it get the Avengers off the earth? DC: As The Dark Knight Rises marks Nolan's farewell to the series, how soon will he be able to reboot Batman, his biggest asset? MARVEL:
Excessive number of superheroes with lame origin stories involving radioactivity (Spider-Man, Daredevil, etc.) DC: Excessive number of square jaws of god-like heroes without relatable personalities (Superman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, etc.) MOST UNDER-EXPLOITED AREAMARVEL: Television. With its multiple characters and long-term storylines, X-Men may be the TV series Heroes have never
been and a flagship for any network in hopes of attracting young people. DC: Movies. There are endless movie characters not from Gotham City and nearly 20 years of great storytelling from a more adult Vertigo imprint that has barely been touched upon. MOST OVERUSED STORY LINEMARVEL: Superheroes meet for the first time (or fiftieth) and can't think of anything better than fighting each other. DC:
Multiple Earth and manipulation of the chronology of space forces in collusion to erase and restart each storyline every five to seven years. MARVEL'S $4.28 BILLION DC $1.25 BILLION TOTAL FOREIGN BOX OFFICE (SINCE 2002) MARVEL 5.01 BILLION . DC $1.38 Миллиард ЛУЧШИЕ-SELLING COMIC BOOK (АПРЕЛЬ 2012) MARVEL (Мстители против Людей Икс #2) 158,650 экземпляров DC
(Batman #8) 130 602 экземпляра MONTHLY COMIC BOOK SALES (APRIL 2012) MARVEL $9.4M DC $ 7,1 МИЛЛИОНЫ ВИДЕОИГР В ТОП-10 (С 2011 ГОДА) MARVEL 0 DC (Бэтмен: Аркхем Сити) 1 LIVE-ACTION TV SERIES (SINCE 2002) MARVEL 2 DC 3 МУЛЬТСЕРИАЛ (С 2002 ГОДА) MARVEL 11 DC 11 MOST FERTILE CREATIVE PERIODMARVEL: с 1961 по 1964 год, который видел
создание Фантастическая четверка, Халк, Тор, Человек-паук, Сорвиголова, железный человек, и X-Men.DC: 1938 по 1941 год, который видел создание Супермен, Бэтмен, Flash, Зеленый фонарь, и Wonder Woman.SMARTEST RECENT GAMBLEMARVEL: Решение построить Мстители в течение четырех лет и пять фильмов, начиная с Iron Man, окупились блестяще. DC: The decision
to restart all of his comics from issue No.1 last summer led to a big and amped up sales, as well as digital digital releasing all of its titles, although not the main driver of income, feels like a potential player-changer. MARVEL: Ang Lee Hulk DC: Nipples on Bat-suitIllustrations Ward Sutton; Wireimage (Feige), Stephen Lovekin (Nelson), Barry King (Whedon), Ethan Miller (Nolan), all from Getty Images. Other
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